
"I was diagnosed with ovarian cancer in 2009 and shortly afterwards discovered that I
carry the BRCA1 gene mutation. I learned about Sharsheret when I was researching my
options for treatment. Sharsheret offered me helpful resources to navigate my
journey. The kit for newly diagnosed clients was a wonderful gift that came at a time when
I was feeling overwhelmed. Now that I am a 12-year survivor, I have become a peer
mentor for other women facing an ovarian cancer diagnosis. This has been a great way for
me to give back. I continue to enjoy the webinars that Sharsheret offers and I always know
that if I have questions about my survivorship that Sharsheret has a person available to
help me." 

To learn more about Deborah's story, watch here.

This video is part of the Conversations About Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer Save Lives series
by StoryCenter.

Order Your Free Survivorship Kit And Exercise Bands Today!
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Order a FREE Sharsheret survivorship kit that helps ovarian cancer survivors thrive.
The customized kit comes with exercise bands that will help you jumpstart a good workout
routine at home or outside, and also includes a healthy living cookbook.

This kit is made possible with support from AstraZeneca, Lilly Oncology, MacroGenics, and SeaGen.

Order Your Kit Today!

This fall, we dedicate a week to bring educational awareness programs to women and
men all across the country through the Sharsheret Summit.

Educate tens of thousands of people virtually and in-person to improve lives and
save lives:

https://www.astrazeneca.com/
https://www.lillyoncology.com/
https://www.macrogenics.com/
https://www.seagen.com/
https://sharsheret.org/resource/healthy-living-surviving-ovarian-cancer/


We encourage you to participate in two ways:
1. Join the national campaign and host your own event during the Summit, or

whenever works best for you. We will work with your organization to develop and
implement a program that is just right for you.

2. Sign on as a summit partner and promote the summit and encourage your members
to participate in any or all of our programs. 

Please contact Sarah Eagle for more information.

The Sharsheret Summit is made possible with generous support from our sponsors.

Learn More

The Latest On COVID-19 And Cancer: Medical Update 9/14

Join Sharsheret for a free national webinar on September 14th at 8pm EDT/ 5pm PDT
with Dr. Sharyn Lewin, Gynecologic Oncologist and Medical Director of the Division of
Gynecologic Oncology at Holy Name Medical Center. Come hear the latest developments
on vaccines, new variants, boosters, and how this impacts current guidelines for those in
treatment and survivorship for cancer.

This program is made possible with generous support from Holy Name Medical Center, Eisai, GSK,
Merck, Seagen, The Siegmund and Edith Blumenthal Memorial Fund, and The Cooperative Agreement
DP 19-1906 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Register Here
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Learn More About Financial Subsidies For Non-Medical Services

Best Face Forward 2.0 is all about acknowledging how important appearance can be to
the breast and ovarian cancer healing process – helping women feel stronger, more
confident, and healthier. Sharsheret provides subsidies for non-medical cosmetic services
including wigs (cranial hair prosthesis), cold caps (scalp cooling treatment), tattooing
(three-dimensional micropigmentation of the nipple and areola), tattooing of the eyebrows
(microblading), and yoga (where applicable), that can be critical to a woman’s quality of
life and body image and are only partly covered by insurance companies, if at all. To learn
more and apply today, please call 866-474-2774 or email
bestfaceforward2.0@sharsheret.org.

This program was made possible with generous support from the Bella Chachky Diamond and Sylvia
Diamond Geller Fund and Project Accelerate.

Learn More

mailto:bestfaceforward2.0@sharsheret.org
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The goal of this limited time pilot for LA County residents ONLY is to provide people
affected by breast and ovarian cancer with more tools to make healthy diet choices.
Space is limited and applications will be accepted on a rolling basis.

What does the program include?
Eligible participants can sign up for one of two exciting opportunities:
 
1) Join cancer nutrition expert Rachel Beller, MS, RDN, founder of the
Beller Nutritional Institute, in her next exclusive 8-week Transformation Masterclass
– Beginning on October 23rd.
 
This program delivers the evidence-based Beller Method™ and has been featured on
Good Morning America. It's 100% online with live Zoom meetings, simple how-to videos,
one-on-one phone check-ins, group social feed, and access to a secure portal with direct
messaging and DAILY meal evaluations with Rachel and her team. It's tailored specifically
for ovarian/breast health and weight management.

Learn more about Rachel’s Masterclass by clicking here.

2) 3 One-On-One Nutrition Coaching Sessions with Tamar Rothenberg, MS, RDN of
Nutrition Nom Nom

Participate in 3 one-on-one Zoom personalized nutrition coaching sessions tailored to your
nutrition needs and goals. This program starts with one 60 minute session and offers two
additional 30 minute sessions spread over 3 months to check your progress and make
adjustments as you go.

Read more about Tamar Rothenberg here. 

Join us at the next Sharsheret In The Kitchen, a taste of autumn with Pamela
Salzman. For more information and to register click here.

https://www.bellernutrition.com/
https://www.bellernutrition.com/transformation-masterclass/
https://www.tamarrothenbergrd.com/about-tamar
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This program is made possible with generous support from Cedars Sinai.

Learn More

Sharsheret's Nutrition Corner With Rachel Beller, MS, RDN

Learn nutritional tips and tricks from weight management and cancer nutrition expert,
Creator of the Beller Method™, and Sharsheret medical advisory board member Rachel
Beller.

Did you know that high mushroom intake has been associated with a reduced risk of
breast cancer?

This is likely due to two powerful anti-cancer compounds they’re especially rich in:
aromatase inhibitors and beta-glucans. To learn more about the benefits of mushrooms
and additional tips from Rachel Beller, MS, RDN, click here.

Learn More

This Rosh Hashanah, Help More Women Like Shoshana
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"I feel very lucky that I am now on the other side. So many women are not as lucky as I
am. Sharsheret needs YOUR support now, more than ever."

Donate Now

On the occasion of Sharsheret’s 20th anniversary, we invite you to join the Sharsheret
Legacy Circle and include Sharsheret in your estate or financial plans, leaving a profound
and lasting legacy at Sharsheret. Through your Sharsheret Legacy Gift, you may realize
significant financial and tax benefits while also helping to improve the lives of Jewish

https://interland3.donorperfect.net/weblink/weblink.aspx?name=sharsheret&id=455


women and families facing breast and ovarian cancer nationwide.

Leading the way is immediate past
President of Sharsheret’s Board of
Directors, Jonathan Blinken: “It has
been an honor and privilege to be part
of this incredible organization. Marking
this 20th anniversary milestone
demonstrates how far Sharsheret has
come supporting people affected by
breast cancer and ovarian cancer for
this generation. I am inspired by the
work Sharsheret has done and want to
help strengthen the chain of support,
wellbeing, and community for the next

generation. By naming Sharsheret in my will, I am ensuring Sharsheret’s future
sustainability so that no woman or family ever has to face breast cancer or ovarian cancer
alone.”

Join The Sharsheret Legacy Circle

Love to bake? Ready to make a difference?
 
Sisters Adeena Sussman and Sharon Wieder launched the Pies For Prevention
Thanksgiving Bake Sale in 2008 in memory of their mother and grandmother whom they
lost to ovarian cancer.
 
The pre-Thanksgiving bake sale supports Sharsheret's ovarian cancer initiative and takes
place in cities across the country.

Contact Us To Learn More

https://sharsheret.org/donate-now/legacy-circle/
mailto:seagle@sharsheret.org


Attention Chicago: Join Our First Annual 2-Day Cancer Symposium

Join us as we gather virtually for this first annual 2-day symposium, which will feature
speakers from multiple prominent Chicago cancer organizations, including Sharsheret.
With various topics, including the latest research and the importance of genomic testing,
art therapy, and body image, this symposium will cover an array of issues that affect
cancer patients and survivors. You don’t want to miss this opportunity to network and
learn about the free local resources available to you.

Learn More

https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/cu/fzLjmoo?source_id=d96c503e-00ac-4933-a96e-3f17b1cd66f1&source_type=em&c=


Sharsheret now has an online store to purchase Sharsheret merchandise. Place your
orders today!

Shop Here
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